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Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) has been the main technology for the Internet since the early 1990s. Tim Berners-Lee created HTML in 1989 as a simple but effective way to encode electronic documents. In fact, the original purpose of a web browser is to serve as a reader for such documents. Two decades later, the browser itself
became a portal to the world of online media. That's why HTML5 isn't just another html review, it's a comprehensive standard for web pages to work. To better understand what makes HTML5 unique, let's turn back a little bit. Back in 1994 HTML was still in its first revision, Mosaic and Netscape dominated the browser market, and most
people have yet to experience this new thing called the World Wide Web. In the same year, HTML creator Berners-Lee led a newly created web standards group known as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Advertising Although W3C is a respected authority of standards today, commercial players in the 1990s browser market
largely ignored these standards and laid their own ways. By 1995, W3C had published a second revision of the HTML standard, and Microsoft's web newcomer was gaining strength with its Internet Explorer (IE) browser. Microsoft largely ignored the standards, and Netscape struggled to maintain a respectable market share, while IE
began to dominate the source: Harris. During these early browser wars, web developers were tasked with keeping their sites compatible with each new release of major browsers, as well as with the less commonly used Opera and Apple Safari browsers. Although W3C published HTML 3.2 in 1997, followed by HTML 4 in 1998, following
standards seemed less important than keeping up with browser functions. This continued until 2003, when the community-run Mozilla Foundation broke this trend. After its initial release of the Mozilla browser and then its Firefox browser in 2004, Mozilla quickly hacked away at the dominance of IE. In addition, these new browsers actually
followed existing W3C standards in doing so. While Firefox Mozilla continued to grow using the aging HTML 4 standard, Mozilla joined Apple and Opera in 2004 to form a group called Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group (WHATWG). WhatWG's goal is to develop HTML. Although initially he hesitated, W3C joined the
HTML revival in 2006. Together, WHATWG and W3C combined existing specifications for HTML and XHTML and further developed them to create a new HTML5 specification. This specification is currently maintained and published by W3C (source: W3C, WHATWG). This article looks at this new HTML5 technology. We'll look at XHTML
and other technologies that html5, and highlight the highlights of using HTML5 to create attractive, standard-based web content. We'll also check out some of the interesting ways people use HTML5 on the web. Let's start with html5 goals and why it's so much more than just HTML. The content itself focuses on the presentation of static
documents, i.e. text, links, and a little more. Through HTML 4, the HTML standard was the same with the HTML syntax used to achieve this. The HTML5 standard has a much broader purpose to describe the content, style and interfaces of the apps behind the web page when it is downloaded in your browser. Specifically, HTML5 installs a
single syntax to interact with all the elements uploaded by a web page in your computer's memory. There's a potential point of confusion we need to clarify about the term HTML5 before we go any further. There is a new version of the markup language itself called HTML5. However, this language is only part of a broader standard that
shares the name HTML5. This article covers all the components of the HTML5 standard, the centerpiece of which is HTML5. Advertising with this distinction in mind, how does the browser load a page written according to the new HTML5 standard rather than the long-standing HTML 4 language? After all, we usually just rely on our
browsers to download web pages without worrying about HTML behind them. The answer is simple: as long as the browser itself can support HTML5, it can handle anything you throw at it without having to distinguish between HTML changes. For this magic to happen, HTML5 integrates new versions of several technologies working
together to achieve common goals. These goals include: Keeping the language simple and intuitiveInsing code is easy to read and maintain Resource pages as interactive applications, rather than static documents Pumping on Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for stacking contentRecognizing JavaScript as the central component of
scriptsEmbracing dynamic content from server technologies such as PHP and ASP Now that you know what HTML5 is more HTML Let's look at the basics of technology in the standard. The marking language uses a number of tags to mark up items in the file. The marking is based on a model that determines what these items are and
how to use them. Because HTML has always been associated with document coding, it relies on the so-called DOCUMENT Object Model (DOM). DOM is included in the web browser app itself. Thus, the markup language is only a way of providing browser instructions based on a model that it already understands. To better understand
the relationship between DOM and HTML, think of DOM as a box of rubber stamps. Each brand is a different element in DOM. Each page written in HTML is just a series of prints made from stamps that are filled with your own user-generated content. A web browser can display anything that is created from brands in this Advertising
Technical Technical DOM is an application programming interface (API) that provides a platform-neutral way to process HTML or XML documents. (Extensible Markup Language, or XML, is similar to HTML, but allows the programmer to add an individual set of items that can be used in the document.) The HTML5 standard requires a
DOM known as DOM5 HTML. Ready to grow in HTML5, the latest versions of Chrome, Firefox, IE, Safari and Opera browsers can handle HTML DOM5 pages. Another important basis for HTML5 is its associated multi-purpose Internet Postal Extensions (MIME). MIME is the standard of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for
alerting Internet-capable software about what type of content it is trying to process. This usually corresponds to a specific type of file, such as an HTML document or an MP3 audio file. Web developers specify the types of MIME when encoding a web page. This encourages the browser to download the relevant files accordingly according
to their types. There are two types of MIME that join DOM5 HTML to form the basis of the new HTML5 standard: HTML MIME (text/html) and type XML MIME (app/xhtml'xml). HTML5 includes syntax updates for both of these types of MIME. In short, the main technologies in HTML5 are DOM5 HTML and HTML5-compatible types of MIME
for HTML and XML. Next, let's move on to how to build a web page using HTML5. At a minimum, HTML5 includes version 5 of the basic html syntax. An example of the code in the sidebar on this page shows what this HTML code might look like for the base web page. When browsing the web, use a browsing source or a similar option in
your browser to see HTML (and other code) downloaded to create the page you're currently browsing. All the code shown in our example is also back compatible with HTML 4, which means that it doesn't have any new add-ons available in HTML5. Although it is not present on all web pages, it is good practice to start an HTML file with a
document type (doctype) declaration as shown in the example. This confirms that the browser should expect standard HTML when interpreting the document. Some developers rely on HTML extensions that use document type definition files (DTD). If so, the developer defines the location of DTD as part of this doctrine. Advertising Aside
from the doctype, the remaining code in the example is the standard HTML syntax. If you're not familiar with this syntax, see our article How web pages work. So, what's new in these core elements in HTML5? Here's a list, and we'll look at each of them on the pages that follow. New and updated form elements - outlining the shape
structure and processing of form input from userSemantic elements - identification based on its role in Web PageMedia elements - embedding audio, video and other other media without the need for third-party browser extensionsRuby elements - support internationalization for Asian language web pages Although forms (sections of the
website where users can enter specific data such as names, addresses, etc.) were part of the earliest elements available in HTML, they didn't have many useful features before HTML5. To work this out, third-party developers have created web form software that makes basic forms of HTML seem almost obsolete. ONEO HTML5 has
breathed new life into forms with new form elements, input types, and attributes for existing items. Without distinguishing between old and new syntax, let's take a look at the overall approach to creating a form for your web page using HTML5. Here are some recommended steps to get started: Advertising To Install Block Forms using the
zlt'gt'gt. Assign a block of fields to the form with tags. Put each field in the field using theor behaving. Without semantic elements, web developers have used elements to identify blocks of content, linking each of them to a particular class attribute. Each class may be associated with certain styles using CSS or with specific behavior using
scripts. Advertising Over time, some types of content have become very common on websites such as blanks, lackeys, menus and navigation points. HTML5 includes them by adding standard semantic elements. This means that you can break down the useful semantic elements, rather than a series of zlt'div and z lt'span'gt; tags. Below
is a list of the semantic elements of the page with a brief definition of each one. Be sure to find a link to HTML5 that you can trust for a complete list of your child's actual attributes and items for each semantic element. Elements of the block: The section is a universal division of pages used to help break up a larger block of contentarticle -
content that is originally from an external source, sometimes dynamically added to the page load using the scriptheader aggregator and footer - blocks that appear at the top and bottom of each pagehgroup - a grouping of several related titles, such as the name and subtitlemenu - a list of commands (see. element of the command), as well
as the attributes that define the behavior of the menu - identifies a block that is strictly for the navigation of the website, usually some disordered list of links to other pages on siteaddress - includes contact information for the content author in the block, such as an article, section or the entire bodyaside page - indicates that the content
should be treated as elements of the sidebar : summary and details - switch between teaser/resume and full information for the same content used to apply general behavior to images, no matter what media elements (img, svg or canvas) are used to enable themtime - text representing calendar date, clock time or both formatted so, that
the browser can adjust for time zone difference if necessary - the label and behavior associated with this label when you use a keyboard or mouse to interact with it is usually used inside the blockdfn menu - a term that is defined in contentwbr - a tag indicating an acceptable place to break the text in the word when it wraps through a few
lines the next type of item, however, tends to be a replacement for third-party extensions. One of the most talked about features of HTML5 is its new approach to introducing media to a web page. We'll look at some amazing этой функции HTML5 позже в этой статье. HTML5 выполняет эту встраивание, не требуя внешнего плагина
браузера. Ниже приведены элементы мультимедиа, доступные в HTML5: аудио - встраивает аудио &lt;/span&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/body&gt;&lt;/span&gt;&lt;/div&gt; &lt;/span&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/body&gt;&lt;/span&gt;&lt;/div&gt; Page and includes attributes to indicate how to play it; Supported file formats will vary depending on web
browsers - embeds the video on the page and includes attributes to indicate how to play; Supported file formats will vary depending on the web browser used with audio or video elements to identify the source. Multiple sources can be specified for a single item - embeds and identifies a type of media for content that may not have support
in other media items - highlights a portion of the page, or a computer screen where JavaScript can draw images; If we learn more about how this important new feature works - inserting vector graphics encoded by the SVG markup language, allowing them to dynamically scale into the area of the page on which they load without losing
graphic quality as HTML5 evolves , market experts doubt that it will replace Flash, which is currently controlled by Adobe. Flash is a media player that you can add as a plug-in to a web browser. Since Flash has all the features needed for a site to embed different types of media, sites like YouTube have depended on it for years. There are
even some web apps that rely entirely on Flash to power their interactive interfaces. Flash adoption was so widespread in 2007 that, after the release of the highly anticipated Apple iPhone, many consumers were upset to hear that its operating system, Apple iOS, does not support Flash. Advertising When Google, arguably the biggest
brand on the internet, dived its head into developing its HTML5 apps, Flash advocates have paid attention. Prior to HTML5, the only threat to Flash dominance was web application developers who were willing to create and support custom alternatives to HTML/JavaScript. With HTML5, such bulky settings are no longer needed when
creating interactive media to rival Flash technology. So who will win: Flash or HTML5? Short answer: None. Each technology has its own features, advantages and disadvantages. Adobe and Google have also worked on Flash conversion tools to HTML5. At the time of writing this article, it seems that while HTML5 is gaining status, Flash
is likely to retain its own popularity for a while, too. Go to the next page where we will break the canvas element and how to use it in HTML5 web pages. One of the most important new features of HTML5 is canvas. Canvas lets you define a section of a web page, draw content in it, and add interactive functionality. All of this is possible with
a combination of HTML and JavaScript code. Let's look at the three parts that you Customize the canvas in HTML5: Part 1: Use a tag to target the rectangular part of the computer screen for a new canvas window. You can specify the height and width of the canvas, measured by its zlt;/canvas Углу. Атрибут идентификации (id) для
холста важен, потому что он вам понадобится, чтобы соответствовать соответствующему коду JavaScript. Ниже приведен пример использования тега холста в коде HTML5: Реклама &lt;canvas id=sampleCanvas width=400 height=300&gt; If you see this text, your browser does not have HTML5 canvas support. &lt;/canvas&gt;
Part 2: Create the JavaScript that draws content into the canvas. Later, we'll find out how to add and manage the JavaScript code associated with an HTML5 Web page. Here, let's just look at some sample JavaScript you can use for canvas objects. The following code draws a rectangle within the canvas above: function drawRectangle() {
var targetCanvas = document.getElementById( samplecanvas);= var= rectcontext=sampleCanvas.getContext(2d); rectcontext.fillstyle=blue ;= rectcontext.fillrect(50,= 25,= 150,= 100);= }= this= function= draws= a= solid= blue= rectangle= within= your= canvas.= the= two= var= lines= create= variables= you= can= use.= the= first=
(targetcanvas)= identifies= the= canvas= element= you're= targeting= using= its= id= from= the= html.= the= second= (rectcontext)= sets= up= a= two-dimensional= context= for= drawing.= think= of= the= context= as= a= clear= layer= of= glass= laid= on= top= of= the= canvas,= and= you'll= call= functions= to= draw= on= that= glass.=
the= fillstyle= line= identifies= the= color= blue= by= name,= which= html= recognizes= and= associates= with= one= of= its= named= colors.= you= can= also= use= any= color ,= pattern= or= gradient= as= you= would= when= writing= style= code= in= html= or= css.= the= fillrect= line= draws= the= rectangle= starting= at= an= offset=
from= the= upper= left,= the= first= two= numbers= being= the= x= and= y= offsets= as= if= the= upper= left= of= the= canvas= was= at= coordinates= (0,0).= the= second= two= numbers= indicate= the= width= and= height= of= the= rectangle,= respectively.= part= 3:= call= the= javascript= function= from= the= html= code.= this= ties=
the= two= pieces= together.= you= could= call= the= function= as= soon= as= the= web= page= loads,= which= makes= sense= if= you're= using= canvas= to= draw= interactive= page= contents= that= need= to= appear= as= soon= as= the= page= loads.= another= option= is= to= create= a= button,= menu= or= other= element= in=
the= html= that= triggers= the= drawing= event.= the= following= is= an= example= of= a= button= you= could= use= to= run= the= example= script= above :=&gt;&lt;/canvas&gt; &lt;button type=button onclick=drawRectangle()&gt;Нажмите здесь, чтобы увидеть рисунок.&lt;/button&gt; Dive Into HTML5 имеет простое в использовании
руководство по созданию элементов холста для ваших веб-страниц. Кроме того, надежная ссылка на HTML5 должна предоставлять обширные ресурсы для рисования сложной графики, как по-прежнему, так и для перемещения. Если вы хотите широко использовать холст в you need to be comfortable programming in
JavaScript. Next, let's look at how CSS3 creates the look of the HTML5 webpage. Each HTML item has a number of attributes that you use in the code to change the look or function of that item. Style and related attributes correct correct color, placement, boundaries, and other physical aspects of the item. Over the years, the site's
developers have adopted the practice of separating style from content. By doing this separation, developers take advantage of the following: Less code to maintain: Multiple elements on multiple web pages can share the same styles without repeating the style code for each. Simpler maintenance over time: upgrading to a new style or
fixing an existing one means changing only one part of the style code, rather than updating each item with that code. So while the style can be placed according to html code, a more popular choice for Web developers is to use cascading style sheets (CSS) to control all style code associated with the Site. HTML for each page can refer to
one or more style sheets that your browser should download when loading the page. These style sheets, in the form of CSS files, are designed to simulate what you can enter with the help of the zlt.'lt'lt;lt;аналогично использованию &lt;style&gt;&lt;/style&gt;Oracle can store and manage large amounts of data and protect it from
unauthorized requests. A web application can accept credentials and access that data as needed, responding to requests and allowing the app to receive the information requested. With the flexibility of the Internet and ever-expanding technology features such as HTML5, it is possible that more web applications will call the software
server for support. The growing field of cloud computing already depends on the relationship between the client and the server over the Internet. HTML5 is ready to take this relationship into account on the part of the customer. Now that we've looked at the technical aspects of HTML5, let's take a look at some of the much-hyped HTML5
applications that helped establish its reputation. Proof of concept is to demonstrate that the new technology can survive to its requirements in a practical, real application. As you've already read, HTML5 itself is a rethink of application programming interfaces (APIs) and their usage standards. For HTML5, proof of concept come through
product demonstrations using technology. Today, HTML5 has a lot of games programmed, but they don't usually show everything HTML5 can do for a Web site. With Google leading the charge for HTML5 adoption, it has posted several entertaining demos of what HTML5 can do in its Chrome Web browser. You can find them on the
Chrome Experiments website. In one of the most talked about demonstrations back in August 2010, arcade fire teamed up with Google to produce an interactive music video experience called The Wilderness Downtown. To start the app, you enter the address of your childhood home. Once it includes this entrance, you click to run a few
video experience windows. The video includes geolocation images superimposed with silhouettes of birds flying overhead and a man running through the streets. In July 2011, OK Go collaborated with the innovative dance company Pilobolus for its own HTML5 Chrome Experiment called All Is Not Lost Video Dance Messenger. Like
arcade fire, you start by typing and submitting the application process. Then, when you run the app, HTML5 code draws and sizes multiple windows on the screen as it displays parts of the video in each one. In the end, the message you typed at the beginning is laid out by the dancers' feet, taken from under the glass floor. For a typical
Web site you visit, you probably won't know it's an HTML5 site unless it tells you. One thing is for sure, though: web designers have been able to take their art to the next level thanks to HTML5 features such as canvas. Designers and developers should consider HTML5 as an important technology to learn in the coming In this article we
found, found HTML5 and how they can work together to create web masterpieces. We've even seen some of HTML5's innovative creations demonstrating their versatility. For more information about HTML5, including links to online resources you can refer to when developing HTML5, check out the next page. Aler, Jeremy. The future of
web content - HTML5, Flash and mobile apps. Techcrunch. AOL, Inc. February 5, 2010. (August 9, 2011) Nancy. HTML5 is not yet addressing the problems of mobile developers. IDG News Service. May 16, 2011. (August 9, 2011) Andy. HTML5 for Teapots Fast Link. Wiley Publishing, Inc. 2011.Ondrejka, Corey. HTML5 Games 0.1: Fast
Sprites. Facebook. January 26, 2011. (August 9, 2011) Henri. Spelling HTML5. BLOG WHATWG. September 10, 2009. (August 18, 2011) Web Consortium (W3C). Model Objects Documents (DOM) Level 2 Core Specification, Version 1.0. November 13, 2000. (August 8, 2011) a broad web consortium (W3C). HTML5: Vocabulary and
associated API for HTML and XHTML, Revision 1.4938. May 25, 2011. (August 7, 2011) Web Consortium (W3C). Ruby markings and style. (August 9, 2011) . Browser stats. Data refsnes. (August 8, 2011) of the Hypertext Technology Working Group (WHATWG). Often. (August 8, 2011) html5 ebook free download. html5 ebook pdf free
download. html5 and css3 ebook free download. html5 black book ebook free download. html5 css3 javascript ebook free download. free ebook html5 & css3 for the real world. html5 bangla ebook free download
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